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Just read @MarinaHyde's recent piece. The list of fuck ups is endless, I can't

honestly begin to say how sad my own country and government have made me.

From the covid deaths, bungled exams and lack of ppe (remember that?) To brexit

and fishing rights. My colleague voted for ...

...brexit 'for the fisherman', I would how they feel about it now? An ex-colleague of mine, life long Labour voter, said she

wouldn't vote for Corbyn "because he is scruffy" and said, of the early Corona stages, "at least Corby's not in power". I

wonder if she still thinks that?.

I bet he wouldn't have spaffed £22Bn up the wall of a failed test and trace system. It has become more and more clear that

this regime is only interested in turning a profit. From the failed track and trace system through free school meals to the

contracts for cunts, where Tories

give their mates contracts even though they have literally no experience of procuring the goods required, like Hancock's pal

getting the test tube contract, which, by the way, were useless, splitting at the bottom when you tried to seal them so that

they spilled their contents.

They then have their mouthpieces like Julia H-B and Toby Young. Young's father must be spinning so fast in his grave he

could become part of Elon Musk's Boring Company. They spit contempt at desperate researchers and doctors who are

trying to save lives. So now we have a higher..

death toll this passed year than the average annual death toll of our soldiers in the second world war. We have people like

D*minic C*mmings who see his own regulations as something that happen to other people. I despair. And we have a Labour

leader who seems to do little...

enough. I understand that you shouldn't interrupt when your enemy is making a mistake, but leaves him very little

opportunity to do anything. The main thing I have got from this is that if you seem to have some personality, people will still

vote for you, even if your record...

shows you to be grossly, recklessly and fatally incapable of making a decision even when the evidence is clear. I have to

believe it's incompetence, as the alternative is far darker.
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